IEEE Russia Section Report October 2012

1. Highlights from the past
   - Sixth International Conference “Radiolocation and Communications”, Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of Russian Academy of Science, Moscow, Russia, November 19-22, 2012, MTT-ED IEEE Chapter.
   - Monthly seminars “Electrodynamic Seminar”, “Problems of Radio-physics”, “Information technologies and numerical modeling in radio-physics”, “Biomedical radioelectronics and informatics” Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of Russian Academy of Science, Moscow, Russia, Russia IEEE section, MTT-ED and APS IEEE Chapters.
   - “Electromagnetics of Microwaves, Terahertz and Optical Waves”, Saratov State Technical University, May 18, Saratov IEEE Chapter held its biannual Workshop.
   - XVIII International conference of students, young scientists and postgraduate students “Radio engineering, electronics and energetics”, Moscow Power Engineering Institute, Moscow, Russia, March 1-2, 2012. Russia IEEE section student branch.
   - 14-th International Conference on Electromechanics, Electrotechnology and Electromaterial Science (ICEEE-2012), Moscow Technical University of Telecommunications and Informatics, September 2012.

2. Future activities
   - Seventh International Conference “Radiolocation and Communications”, Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of Russian Academy of Science, Moscow, Russia, November, 2013, MTT-ED IEEE Chapter.
   - Russia IEEE section administrative meeting, Moscow Technical University of Telecommunications and Informatics, May, 2013. IEEE Russia section.

3. Best practices
   - Activity of Saratov/Penza IEEE branch: chair N.M. Ryskin, vice-chair M.V. Davidovich, webpage designer O.E. Glukhova.
   - Development of Saratov/Penza IEEE branch web site, webpage designer O.E. Glukhova.

4. Points of concern / Topics for future discussion
   - Changes in the financial management of Russia IEEE Section due to the local regulations of Russia.
   - Collective membership for industrial companies.
   - IEEE Russia Section Proceedings: status, publication in web-site, etc.
   - Development of program of distinguished lecturers.
   - Development of Technical English Program

5. Miscellaneous
   - IEEE Day celebration ceremonies in Saratov State University.
   - Joint meeting of Russia IEEE Section and Russian Society of Radio-electronics and Communications, Moscow Technical University of Telecommunications and Informatics, Moscow, May 14-15, 2012.